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Jacks of All Trades
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By Lucia Perfetti Clark
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For this edition of "Youn Edge," we
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caught up with two young officials who
have taken part in the US Lacnosse
Junior Officiating Pnogram, which
necnuits and tnains cunrent playens age
14-18 to don the stnipes.

Nikki Beliueau
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What rnade you rlrant to
hecome a junior official?
I was lucky to be part of Westenn
Mass, because we have a veny stnong
junior officiating prognam. One of
my fonmen coaches, Lynne Geigen, is
the head of the Westenn Mass youth
officiating pnognam. I was happy to join.

What have you learned that
you can usic! asi a player?
l've leanned to nealize what it's like
to be in contnol of the game and to
undenstand the position nefenees take.
Beffing has also helped me impnove
as a playen by knowing what type of
play and contact is legal, and what is
on isn't going to be called.

What surprised you rnost?
Being able to see the game on the
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field, but not in a playen's perspective.
The game seems so much diffenent
than as a playen on sub on the
sidelines. Being night in the middle
the action and having.complete
1" ofcontnol
of the qame ls rnsane.

How do you handle
difficult on-field
situations?
Maintain a stnong head
about it. Keeping youn confidence
and authority on the field is key.
Even though I'm a young nef, l'm still
in charge of the game and need to
manage it. Handling it calmly, not
emotionally, as an adult is the best
stnategy.

What's next?
Aften playing in college, I plan to stick
with reffing and potentially become a
centified high school on college official.

ll'3, Aafon Prescott
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What rnade you want to
become a iunior official?

It was a way fon me to make some
money while also being anound a game
that I loved. Officiating lacrosse allows
me to deepen my undenstanding of the
game so that I can play betten for my
high school team.

What have you learned that
you can usc! asi a player?
I have had some rules clanified for'
me so that I can be mone awane while
I am playing. lt also is a good way to

become mone self-confident, because
you have to stand behind the calls you
make.

What hawe you leanned
about yourself?
I have leanned to be mone confident
in my decisions and in speaking with
coaches and othen adults. Being a
youth official also is a good way to
leann how to self-advocate by calling
coondinatons from neanby towns to get
wonk.

How do you handle difficulE
on-field situations?
When a difficult situation anises,
make sure to think befone I speak.
collect my thoughts, communicate with
my pantnen and then communicate with
the coach.
I
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Whatts next?
Keep impnoving. Eveny time I work,
the game and

I become betten seeing
keeping my poise. i"lii

US LACROSSE

OFFTCIALS

@t TRAINING
PROGRAM
is the
manager of officials tnaining
and umpire development at US
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Lacrosse.
.* Nikki Beliveau
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Fon infonmation on

the Junion Officiating Program
and other opportunities,
visit uslacrosse. orgleducation.
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